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When your heart is open, you are one with all that is. You do not need to go anywhere or
do anything in particular because you have arrived. We know of your desire to create
things in the physical so you could become great. With love, we ask you to open your
eyes. You are great and what you create in the physical dimension is an extension of who
you are. When you are linked to your heart, you transmit a pulse that is felt all around this
universe and you manifest change based upon love. When you create without residing in
your heart, your creation may not support your ascending vibration or that of others. Your
role is to be the scaffolding to all those who come in contact with you.
Many of you have said to us, we are here to serve, but when it is time to serve, many still
say, this is not the serving I intended or to which I agreed. I wanted it “this” way and I
did not think that it would be “that” way.
“This” or “that” is you placing filters on your eyes and wondering why your picture looks
fuzzy. Serving is surrendering to your own higher guidance, and following your own
light. Serving is not creating and manifesting, but listening and becoming like a vessel. If
you think for a moment that the picture you had in your mind will fit perfectly to your
vision, you misunderstood the phrase “to serve”.
When you come to earth and your path has the potential to affect all, you are in service.
Service, then, means that you have cleared most of the debris and passed most of the tests
that you scheduled for yourself this time around; that you are free of anchors and weight
to the extent that just by being you serve others and your earth. Being aligned with your
purpose is not hard work, as you are being guided at every moment to be in alignment
with your purpose. All that comes your way is your guide, and the circumstances in your
life are arranged in alignment, supporting your being in every aspect. Whatever blocks
still remain within your field are being cleared gently and swiftly as alignment is moving
into a groove that is block-free. Reaching the groove and becoming aligned, at times, is
hard work. By hard we do not mean literally, but metaphorically, since you must move
away from the idea of who you are and what your life is about, being ready to adapt to
the larger context of being in the physical dimension. Many of you who are in service are
yet to find your groove and move into alignment with your true light. You know
intuitively that you came here to serve and you try so hard to be that which you know to
be your truth.
For many, though, this service is not altogether satisfying and, from our perch, not
fulfilling your “service contract.” Becoming one with your purpose is “being.” What you
actually do is secondary. Being never requires effort. It is doing that requires effort. True
service begins when you meet yourself and merge with your heart. True service is being
alive, occupying your vessel fully, and vibrating with an open heart to all who cross your
path, and many will cross it. The plants, animals and birds know when you are aligned as
they respond to the frequency that you emit. People do too, but often they will not
recognize the source of the feeling that floods their heart.
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Most of you are not as fine-tuned as the natural world around you is, to vibration. A cat
will be able to identify a master long before a human could. The plants and insects which
come in contact with love respond instantaneously through resonance and they emit the
same back to you. We often guide you to be in nature, because nature knows who you are
and it responds to your frequency through biofeedback, supporting your system in
miraculous ways. What is asked from you at this time is to be aligned with yourself,
nothing more. You do not need to search, because self is already there. You cannot get
lost, because you are right, just where you are. You do not need to wander, because you
are the wonder. You do not need to prepare because you already have.
What am I to do then, some amusedly ask?
You are to let go of those things which hold you in separation from your light. It is that
simple.
How should we do that, you still wonder?
It is only by doing this much, allowing that which comes to guide you and be in tune with
the directions offered.
What if I cannot hear anything?
You are being guided, at every moment of your life, to align with yourself. When you do
not hear anything, there are two possibilities that we can offer, the one is that you are
already aligned and whatever you do comes from source. It is, therefore, that you are
walking your path. We do, however, suspect that if this is what you are doing, you
probably would not ask this question. The other possibility is that there is too much other
noise around you that obstructs your hearing. Hearing is a passive sensory receptor that is
sensitized by your focused attention. Next time you find yourself wondering if you are
being guided and what this guidance offers, find a place in nature beside a tree or a bush,
lie on the grass, and allow yourself to let go. Think of nothing. Ask for nothing. You will
be astonished, at times, the jewels that are handed to you when you let go of the need to
know and just be.
Why are you speaking to us of service, you ask?
If we had told you that you are loved no matter what you choose, you might be skeptical.
If we had told you that being in service is why you came here this time around, you might
be skeptical, then, as well. If we tell you that earth and humanity is waiting for you to
align with your truth, so you can lead the way, you might indeed be highly skeptical. But
Dear Angel, this is why you are here, now.
What do you say to the many skeptics who walk their path?
We say to them: “you are loved just as much.” Service to earth is not correcting all the
wrongs. What you consider “wrongs” are choices of angels like you, who have not yet
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opened their eyes to see. Their path is different than yours, yet it is honored just as much
as yours.
Why is it so, you ask in puzzlement? I thought I was special and that is why you are with
me?
All angels walking in duality are special, and all have their path of learning. All paths are
sacred and all divine. When you move by choice to an elevated platform where your
vibration is aligned with spirit, embodying your highest potential, the communication is
clear, both ways. That which you ask is being heard and that which you need to know is
being handed to you in a form you are able to decipher clearly. You are special by choice,
as the choices you made affect all vibrationally. That is your specialty and your contract
of service. The sum of choices in your universe makes up your human physical
dimension. It is therefore not “wrongness” that you see but a simple cause and effect
directed by choices. Each angel who chooses to align with their light, walks illuminated
and shows the path to those in darkness. This was always the case, but there is more to
this story.
Can you tell us the rest of the story, you ask?
The story is simple and profound. Those who came this time around, to illuminate the
path for the rest, must begin now. In the scope of your cyclical reality, all must be
synchronized to allow movement to be coordinated with celestial bodies, your galactic
neighbors, your own evolutionary path. This is the time, now, to become aligned. The
forces all around support those of you, who are holding on to the old, to let go, trusting
that you will be held and cradled by a safety net. You are asked to let go of your old
safety nets, and trust that you will be guided. Being in service to self and Earth, means
that you are no longer guided by desires to go somewhere and be attached to outcomes.
You allow that which presents itself to you and offer gratitude in an exchange. You move
about as if you are using your wings more than your feet. Trust that whatever serves you
will appear in your physical dimension to support your path and whatever is hampering
your path must be discarded, making space for the new.
We hear many who say, that is not true, I am trying and trying but I do not have a way to
support myself and nothing I do helps. I need money and it is not coming, so I cannot
serve.
With a smile we ask you to let go, move, explore, play, and live. Do not be attached to
your idea of what needs to manifest so you can be “spiritual.” Your goal is not to get
somewhere, but to be in alignment wherever you end up. Struggling for money and
working at a job that is not aligned with who you are, is not our idea of where you need
to be.
When you align, your heart knows it, your cells sing that truth and everything vibrates
with alignment around you. To get there, at times, you must let go of all that you consider
as plausible, while exploring the implausible. Allow yourself to move to wherever you
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are called to find yourself. Being fearless on your road is your only road map. When you
let go of your ideas of what you were meant to be doing, you may realize that you are
precisely where you were meant to be. All that was needed is a small adjustment in your
awareness.
Others may need to move to new territories, or to the other side of the world, just so they
can be released from preconceived ideas of who they are and align with their authentic
self. This is what you are being asked to do and be. The integration of your inner aspect
with your outer aspect is the healing. When you do this, your resonance is heard
throughout all dimensions and you are in service.
For you to correct all the “wrongs” on earth, means that you must give up “free will.”
There is nothing actually “wrong” in the picture humanity painted for itself. What you
see is your free will manifested and the picture reflects your collective choices. The most
profound contribution you can gift earth is being aligned with your own light, vibrating
from your heart. It is the place where each human is connected to every other human and
when the melody of the heart is playing, all the potentials are now supported from the
vibration of the heart. You are allowing all the choices now being selected to pass
through the heart portal—your own, and others who resonate with high frequency. You
have placed a protective shield around earth which guides each of the trillion possibilities
to manifest the one which is heart-based. This is your call to service. The time is now,
and so be it.
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